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Our creative and landscape
architecture leads share the
innovations and game-changing
instruments of creativity.

These days it takes more than just putting pencil to paper to get
ideas across. Especially in entertainment design and landscape
architecture, where ideas are bigger, designers are using cuttingedge tools to ply their trade.

FORREC designers work on everything
from enormous theme parks and resorts to
urban parks and community developments.
The size of the projects may vary, but the
attention to detail does not. It has to be
amazing, yes. But it also has to work, period.
That balance of creativity and functionality
requires a highly-specialized skill set
supported by a well-equipped toolkit.

VIDANTA • MEXICO

GETTING THE PICTURE FROM ALL ANGLES
Building Information Modeling, also known as BIM, is 3-D

call it Site Information Modeling or SIM. This integrated, continuous

digital design software that was once almost exclusively used by

process can provide accurate visualizations for the entire life of the

architects. Now forward-thinking landscape architects are seeing

site. Any participating stakeholder can extract specific information

past the building design reference and applying this valuable tool

from the model, and any revisions automatically update the model

to landscape design. Our landscape architecture team prefers to

for everyone else.

ONE
DRAWING,
MULTIPLE
USERS
SIM correlates all the elements for the
site including plants, furniture like benches
and tables, plus freestanding structures like
pergolas and washrooms. The model can
accommodate art installations, walls and
fences, paving surfaces, water features,
bioswales, lighting – anything that fulfills the
design vision. FORREC used Site Information
Modeling to design the Clarkson Village Gateway
in Mississauga, Ontario, which made it
possible for the gateway itself to be prefabricated off-site. The fabricator simply
extracted the information needed from SIM
then built and delivered a perfectly to-scale
final product.

CLARKSON VILLAGE GATEWAY • ONTARIO, CANADA

DOWNSVIEW MEMORIAL PARKETTE • ONTARIO, CANADA

SEEING INTO THE FUTURE
Landscape architects especially appreciate SIM’s ability to show how

years and beyond. The insights gained from SIM help us do a better

the site will grow and change over the seasons and over the years. It

job of planting design and soil selection. While SIM lets us see design

not only lets us explore the esthetics of the changing plants, it predicts

in 3-D, Virtual Reality (VR) lets us experience it. It didn’t take long for

how the plants and the tree canopy will interact with surrounding

VR to leap out of the realm of gaming and into real world applications.

structures and overhead wires on opening day, in five years, in 10

BRINGING THE
STORY TO LIFE
When FORREC first began using VR, it was at
the end of the design process to add wow to
our presentations. For example, our work on
Stadio della Roma in Italy was translated into
a VR model that our client now uses to market
the project and create real buzz around it. At
FORREC, VR has become an integral part of
project development right from the beginning.
Story is key to the success of the projects we
design and VR helps ensure that the story
elements come across as envisioned. Is the
scale of that feature correct? Are the sightlines
directing the guest to go where we want them
to go? Are the IP holder’s requirements being
met? Does the sponsor’s logo have enough
of a presence? VR reveals what needs to be
fine-tuned so that the story unfolds exactly as
intended for everyone from clients to designers
to guests.

PIER 8 • ONTARIO, CANADA

PUTTING THE DESIGN TO THE TEST
Walking through the design makes it easy to identify constructibility,

inside walls and underground affects the design. Identifying

viability and safety issues. Does that feature jut out too far? Is

potential clashes before the build helps minimize costly

that passageway wide enough? In our work for Pier 8 in Hamilton,

change orders during construction. For urban design projects, VR

Ontario, VR allowed the designers to see that a beam that looked

helps us adhere to CPTED design principles (Crime Prevention

fine in concept was actually too low when we walked under it.

Through Environmental Design) so that visitors will feel safe in

VR also gives us x-ray vision so we can see how infrastructure

the finished space.

STADIO DELLA ROMA VR WALKTHROUGH • ITALY

TAKING COLLABORATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL
FORREC’s VR capabilities are configured to allow two individuals

spot. If the client is off-site, the VR program can be sent for them to

to walk-through a design together and share real-time comments

experience independently. The next phase is to facilitate simultaneous

and observations. A landscape architect and an architect can walk

walkthroughs with off-site clients. We’ve found that VR gives clients

through to ensure that one discipline interacts seamlessly with

a deeper understanding of the design so they can respond more

the other. A designer and a client can exchange feedback on the

confidently about what they do and don’t like.

GENERATING
INSPIRATION
Using VR helps us learn what needs to
be done to ensure a project’s success,
instead of merely wishing it had been
done in hindsight. VR pushes the
creative envelope so that even the most
imaginative design can be made better.
Virtually visiting the place as you’re
designing it inspires more ideas, better
solutions and bigger thinking.

STADIO DELLA ROMA • ITALY

ENTERTAINMENT
DESIGN’S MOST
IMPORTANT TOOL
FORREC’s toolkit still includes talented 2-D illustrators and
animators and there’s still pencil,paper and drafting tables
to be found at our Toronto office. There’s no question
that Site Information Modeling and Virtual Reality are
exciting advancements that have changed how design is
expressed. But they are no substitute for what design
expresses. That’s up to pure creativity and imagination –
and that comes from people.
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